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"There is no way Billy did this! That's not what you're saying is it?" Even as the police drag Billy

Mackenzie away from the crime scene of a murdered girl, Nick Bishop cannot believe his friend is

guilty. But as he uncovers the truth about Billy's relationship with the beautiful victim, Nick finds

himself in a race against time and on a terrifying collision course with a ruthless drug ring. Mud,

Blood and Motocross is full of action at breakneck speed, but you don't need to be a fan of extreme

sports to be carried away by this exhilarating ride.
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Mystery, excitement, suspense, action... and a little bit of romance. This book will keep your young

reader turning the pages. A little bit edgy, but about a perfect balance between what parents will

allow and what keeps kids interested. A surprisingly good and interesting book for girls as well as

boys, which is not something you would expect from the title. I started reading this to my seven year

old, and he took over and read it on his own, just couldn't wait for bedtime. Vocabulary and

sentence structure is also well done for younger readers, challenging but not frustrating. I'd

particularly recommend this if you are looking to engage a reluctant reader. The off beat topic and

fast pace keep them interested. Put it on the summer reading list!

I read this book to check for young adult age appropriatness and have to admit it sucked me right in.

The author did a great job of incorporating dirt bikes as a frame work and back drop for a page



turning murder mystery. Don't let the title fool you though, you don't have to ride a bike to enjoy this

story. Its actually refreshing to find a YA book that a teen male could read and not think was "lame".

Everyone I've shared and recommended this title to has given it a solid thumbs up. From the

feedback I got, it seems a number of kids are not interested in sparkle vampires and alt future love

triangles. Patiently awaiting book II.....

A quick-paced story, unexpected plot twists, and memorable characters. There was suspense

galore and it definitely made it easy to want to keep reading. This book will keep you guessing until

the end and make you excited to see what else is in store for these characters.

A mother in my daughter's class recommended this book for my 10 year old. My tomboy daughter

enjoyed the strong female characters in the book, the action of the plot and was quickly pulled into

the suspense of the novel. She is looking forward to reading "Crash and Burn", part 2 of this series.

Loved this book! Fast paced, excitement, and intrigue... everything that you want in a murder

mystery novel. I've already been drawn into the next one, can't wait to read it.

This book was great, I couldn't put it down. Fast paced and exciting, Even as an adult I was

enthralled! I can't wait for the next one...

I wasn't sure what to expect when I picked up Mud, Blood and Motocross. Surely there's motocross

-- right off the bat -- and then it gets exciting. The strong theme and hard-riding dirt bike racing

analogies are wonderfully interlaced as the race against time pushes you to keep up with this

suspenseful and well-crafted mystery thriller. With as many twists and turns as a world-class

motocross track, the clever plot takes readers on a wild ride that doesn't let up until the checkered

flag. While geared for a YA audience, it stands perfectly well among today's leading titles of the

adult murder mystery genre. Wade has delivered a taut, innovative and surprisingly sensitive tale

that keeps you pulling hard for its four unwitting young heroes, both on and off the motocross track.

Racing to pick up number 2.

More than an action-packed mysterySet in rural Colorado, 15 year old Nick Bishop searches for

truth, justice and a murderer in his small town. But the story is more than just an action-packed

mystery. It is also a story about growing up, falling in love, and staying loyal to friends.
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